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Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 6 - Turns & Crossovers
Lesson 6 - Turns & Crossovers 10 min

Spread out in partners have equipment set up for fig 8 type 
movements. Lead coach demonstrates in middle and blows 
whistle every 20-30 seconds to switch partners and drills.

- Fig 8 turns
- 1 leg edge turns
- quick crossover
- add pucks
-add Passing to partner

Notes
Goalies 20 min
Skating review, reinforcement of solid fundamentals on feet 
and with recoveries . Tracking players moving East to West, 
or vice versa. Understanding the “Push/Pull rule”

Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 6 - Crossover Stations
Lesson 6 - Crossover Stations

Level 1 - Beginner no puck learning basics
Level 2- Crossover Races chasing next player tag
Level 3- Crossovers with puck into a shot
Level 4 -Crossover course full ice

Pick your station based on your level but focus on both feet 
and both edges continuously pushing with speed and 
power. 
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Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 6 - Dekes And Moves
Lesson 6 - Dekes and Moves 20 min 

5 min stations divided up with top half of each team in a 
group and weakest half in other groups. 4 groups (2 from 
each team). 

Station 1: Shot from blue line player who then picks up 
puck behind net pass to wall player giving target who then 
does crossovers around circle into shot, dekes and 1 v 1 
with passer. 

Station 2: Dekes and Moves on breakaway. Using edges 
and deception to fool goalie.

Station 3: Tight turns with the puck into quick crossovers 
into a shot or deke. 

Station 4: Fig 8 turns / transitions with puck into quick 
deke/shot

Rotate every 5 mins. 

Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 6 - 3v2 Nets Back To Back
Lesson 6 - 3v2 Nets Back To Back 20 min

Split 2 teams into strongest and weakest to play against 
even level players. Coach dumps puck in and its a 3 v 2 half 
ice of zone. Players canʼt go past half. 2 defenders try to 
pass to their teams 3 players. Remind players to try to use 
their dekes and moves in the game. 


